Summary.-When an observer with a holistic viewing attitude perceives transparency in an achromatic two-dimensional pattern, some areas of the pattern form a single transparent phenomenal surface. In each of these areas the observer simultaneously perceives the gray color of the transparent surface and the gray color of the background that is visible through the transparent surface. With an analytic viewing attitude the observer perceives a single gray color in each area of the pattern. When the viewing attitude changes from analytic to holistic, the term color scission means the phenomenal replacement of the single analytically perceived gray color of an area of the pattern with the two gray colors that are perceived in the same area when such area forms a transparent surface. The concept of color scission has been used by Moore Heider and Metelli to explain phenomenal transparency. An analysis of experimental results reported in the literature shows that color scission does not occur in transparent patterns formed by only three areas and that it involves incorrect predictions of the occurrence of transparency in patterns formed by four or more areas. It is concluded that in general the concept of color scission is inadequate to explain phenomenal transparency.
Moore Heider (1932) proposed the idea of color scission to explain phenomenal transparency. She had a blue episcotister revolve between the eyes of the observer and a yellow square on a black background. When the episcotister revolved at fusion speed, the observer perceived the episcotister as a transparent blue disk at some distance in front of the yellow square, with the contour of the square being contained within the contour of the disk. When mixed by a color wheel, the blue of the disk and the yellow of the square produced a gray color. Accordingly, when the yellow square behind the blue disk was viewed through the hole in an achromatic reduction screen that covered the contour of the yellow square and every other part of the apparatus, the observer perceived gray through the hole. Where did the shades of yellow and blue in the area where the square was perceived through the transparent disk come from? Moore Heider (1932) and Koffka (1935) hypothesized that transparency involved a process opposite to color fusion. That is, given that the reduction gray resulted from fusion of yellow and blue, the hypothetical scission of the reduction gray into these colors would have been the cause of the shades of yellow and blue in the area where the square was perceived through the transparent disk. Metelli (1985) used Moore Heider's (1932) hypothesis of color scission to explain achromatic phenomenal transparency. Essentially, he did this as follows. Let us define the lightness continuum as the ordered set of all the shades of gray from black to white. Fig. 1a shows a transparent square on a two-part background. When the viewing attitude is holistic the square appears to be a single surface which is transparent on the twopart background and has a uniform lightness. Let t denote this lightness. In Fig. 1a , m and n denote, respectively, the lightnesses of the left and right parts of the background that are visible directly. Thus, with a holistic viewing attitude, one simultaneously perceives t and, through the left and right parts of the transparent square, m and n respectively. On the other hand, when the viewing attitude is analytic the square appears to be formed by two adjacent, nontransparent rectangular parts (Fuchs, 1923; Masin, 1997; Masin & Quarta, 1984) . In Fig. 1a , p and q denote the lightnesses of the corresponding nontransparent parts of the square when the square is viewed with an analytic attitude. Thus, after the viewing attitude has switched from holistic to analytic, t and m and n are no longer perceived while p and q are now perceived. On the other hand, after the viewing attitude has switched from analytic to holistic, p and q are no longer perceived while t and m and n are now perceived. These phenomenal replacements-of p with m and t in the left part of the square, and of q with n and t in the right part of the square-are called color scissions.
Essentially, Metelli (1985) formalized the concept of color scission by proposing that
with a being an unknown weight varying from 0 to 1. Eqs. 1 and 2 yield p -q α = ---.
[3] m -n Since a varies from 0 to 1, Metelli (1985) concluded that the transparency of the square occurs when the rules |m -n| > |p -q| [4] and p > q when m > n (or p < q when m < n) [5] are satisfied and that nontransparency occurs when at least one of these rules is violated. In Fig. 1a the transparent square would look transparent because Rules 4 and 5 are satisfied. Metelli (1970 Metelli ( , 1974 presented patterns showing that the square in Fig. 1a looked nontransparent when one or both of these rules were violated. However, Beck, Prazdny, and Ivry (1984) found patterns that looked transparent when Metelli's rules were violated. A complete test using 42 different patterns showed that Metelli's rules incorrectly predicted transparency or nontransparency for about 40% of the patterns (Masin, 1997) .
Transparency in complex patterns
Metelli's rules were deduced for a transparent surface on a two-part background (Fig. 1a ). Do these rules hold for transparent surfaces in more complex patterns? One answer to this question comes from the following recent tests of Rule 5 for single achromatic surfaces on complex backgrounds. Fukuda Murakami and found that a surface on a six-part background appeared to be transparent when Rule 5 was violated in some parts of the surface and satisfied in the others, and Masin (1999) found that a smaller checkerboard that was contained in a larger checkerboard looked transparent when Rule 5 was violated everywhere in the smaller checkerboard. These results indicate that Metelli's rules are inadequate for surfaces on complex backgrounds.
As illustrated in Fig. 1b , a more complex pattern is also involved in double transparency, that is, when a smaller surface is enclosed in larger surface and both surfaces appear to be transparent on the same two-part background (Masin, 1998a ). Metelli's rules can be applied to double transparency as follows. Fig. 1c is an outlined copy of the pattern in Fig. 1b with m and n representing the analytically perceived lightnesses of the corresponding parts of the background, p and q those of the corresponding parts of the larger transparent square, and x and y those of the corresponding parts of the smaller transparent square. When the pattern in Fig.  1b is perceived with a holistic viewing attitude, m and n are simultaneously perceived through the larger and smaller squares. Let t denote the uniform lightness of the smaller square perceived with a holistic attitude. Thus, it may be proposed that
[6] and y = α n + (1 -α) t .
[7]
Eqs. 6 and 7 yield x -y a = ---.
[8] m -n It follows that Metelli's rules for the occurrence of the transparency of the smaller square are |m -n| > |x -y|
[9] and x > y when m > n (or x < y when m < n).
[10]
That is, transparency would occur when Rules 9 and 10 are satisfied and nontransparency when at least one of these rules is violated. Whether or not Metelli's rules hold for double transparency can be tested as follows. In Fig. 1b , Rules 9 and 10 are satisfied for the smaller square (|m -n| > |x -y| and x < y when m < n). Since these rules do not involve p and q, it should be concluded that p and q are irrelevant to predict the occurrence of the transparency of the smaller square. Fig. 1d is a reproduction of Fig. 1b but with the values of the luminances corresponding to p and q switched. Since this switching should be irrelevant, the smaller square in Fig. 1d should still look transparent. However, contrary to this prediction the smaller square in Fig. 1d looks nontransparent. Thus, Metelli's rules for double transparency inadequately predict the transparency of the smaller square.
Transparency in simple patterns
The transparent patterns considered so far were made up of four or more parts. Do Metelli's rules apply to transparent patterns made up of only three parts? Fig. 2 illustrates two such simpler patterns. When it is shown for a short time, often the disk in Fig. 2a looks transparent in front of the underlying square (Masin, 1998b) . The three parts involved in the transparency of this disk are the square, the area between the square and the contour of the disk, and the background. In Fig. 2b , the rectangle often looks transparent in front of the middle disk (Nakano & Kozaki, 1998) . The three parts involved in the transparency of this rectangle are the middle disk, the area between the middle disk and the contour of the rectangle, and the background. Do Metelli's rules apply to the transparent patterns illustrated in Fig.  2 ? The answer to this question is negative because Bourdon (1936) discovered that color scission did not occur for such patterns. He performed the following test. As we have seen, Moore Heider (1932) studied a blue transparent disk-generated by an episcotister rotating at fusion speedwhich was perceived in front of a yellow square. The contour of the square was contained within the contour of the disk, as in Fig. 2a . The blue disk was perceived in front of the yellow square due to the disparities of the retinal contours of these objects. When this disparity is reduced to zero the disk appears to be nontransparent and located behind the square (Fuchs, 1923) . Bourdon (1936) reduced this disparity to a value practically equal to zero by reducing the physical distance between the episcotister and the square to a few millimeters and by viewing the square from far away. As expected, in this situation the disk appeared to be nontransparent and behind the square. However, the square that now appeared to be in front also appeared as yellow as it had before when it was perceived through the blue transparent disk. This showed that the yellow of the square seen through transparency was most probably caused by the ordinary process of simultaneous color contrast rather than being the result of color scission. Prentice, Krimsky, and Barker (1951) confirmed this finding experimentally.
In Fig. 2a e, f, and g denote the analytically perceived lightnesses of the corresponding parts of the pattern. Experimentally, for achromatic transparency it has been found that g is equal to the lightness perceived in the square through the transparent disk (Masin, 1984) and that f is equal to the lightness perceived in the transparent disk (Masin, 1995) . In complete agreement with Bourdon's (1936) finding for chromatic colors, this shows that color scission does not occur in transparent achromatic patterns formed by only three parts. Hence, Metelli's rules cannot apply to these patterns.
The x-junction approach
Parenthetically, it may be interesting to note that Adelson and Anandan (1990; see also Anderson, 1997, and Watanabe & Cavanagh, 1993) proposed that the visual system tests Metelli's rules by locally analyzing luminance information at the x-junctions of the transparent surface. The x-junctions are the intersections of the contour of the transparent surface with the contour(s) of what is perceived through such surface. For example, in Fig. 1a the arrow shows one of the two x-junctions. However, the x-junction approach is unsatisfactory because transparency occurs in patterns that have no x-junction-both when such patterns are formed by three parts as in Fig. 2 and by four parts as in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3a , where each capital letter indicates a different rectangle, the phenomenal surface corresponding to B + C may look transparent on the phenomenal two-part background corresponding to A + B and C + D (Metelli, Masin, & Manganelli, 1981; Masin, 1997) ; in Fig. 3b a surface may appear to be transparent on the two-part background even if local luminance information is eliminated by placing opaque disks on the x-junctions of the surface (Kersten, 1991) ; and in Fig. 3c the disk may look transparent on the set of four squares even if there is no x-junction (Albert, 1998) .
The inclusion rule
Metelli's rules for the occurrence of transparency derive from Eqs. 1 and 2 which formally describe color scissions. That is, these rules contend that transparency occurs when color scission occurs. Thus, because a varies between 0 and 1, Eqs. 1 and 2 contend that color scission and transparency occur, respectively, when the rules p ∈ (m, t), that is, when m < p < t or m > p > t
[11] and q ∈ (n, t), that is, when n < q < t or n > q > t [12] are satisfied and that no color scission and nontransparency occur when these rules are violated. Rules 11 and 12 are primitive forms of Metelli's rules.
As an alternative to Rules 11 and 12, Masin (1997 Masin ( , 1998b and Masin and Fukuda (1993) proposed that transparency occurs when p ∈ (m, q), that is, when m < p < q or m > p > q
[13] or when q ∈ (n, p), that is, when n < q < p or n > q > p . [14] That is, transparency would occur when p ∈ (m, q) or q ∈ (n, p) and nontransparency when p ∉ (m, q) and q ∉ (n, p). For example, in Fig. 1a transparency would occur because p ∈ (m, q) and q ∈ (n, p).
Rules 13 and 14 are expressions of a primitive rule which may be called the inclusion rule. It contends that transparency occurs when the analytically perceived lightness of an area adjacent to two other areas is between the analytically perceived lightnesses of these two other areas.
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The inclusion rule implies a nonlocal integration of visual information from distant areas in the visual field. The demonstrations in Figs. 2 and 3 that transparency occurs with no x-junction agree with this implication.
The inclusion rule applies when there is color scission. For example, it applies to double transparency as follows. In Fig. 1b , the smaller square intersects the left and right halves of the larger square. Thus, the transparency of the smaller square occurs when x ∈ (y, p) or y ∈ (x, q) [15] and nontransparency when x ∉ (y, p) and y ∉ (x, q) .
[16]
The inclusion rule correctly predicts the transparency of the smaller square in Fig. 1b because in this figure x ∈ (y, p) and y ∈ (x, q); and correctly predicts the nontransparency of the smaller square in Fig. 1d because in this figure x ∉ (y, p) and y ∉ (x, q).
The inclusion rule also applies when there is no color scission. For example, in simple patterns like that in Fig. 2a Masin (1998b) found that the perception of transparency is more probable when f ∈ (e, g) then when f ∉ (e, g) and in texture transparency Kozaki and Nakano (1990) found that two overlapping matrices of black dots look transparent on each other only when the dots in the part where the matrices are superimposed have a size between those of the dots in the nonsuperimposed parts.
As said above, a complete test using 42 different patterns formed each by a surface on a two-part background showed that Metelli's rules incorrectly predicted transparency or nontransparency for about 40% of the patterns (Masin, 1997) . The same test showed that Rules 13 and 14 predicted transparency correctly but predicted nontransparency incorrectly for about 7% of the same patterns. The occurrence of transparency also depends on the single values of the differences in lightness between the transparent surface and the background and between the transparent surface and the object seen through the transparent surface (Masin, 1997 (Masin, , 1998b . The concurrent effects of these differences could explain why Rules 13 and 14 predicted nontransparency incorrectly in about 7% of the cases.
Conclusion
There are two possible reasons why Metelli's rules incorrectly predict transparency. One possibility is that the primitive Rules 11 and 12 are false. The above findings that Rules 13 and 14 make better predictions suggest that this possibility is true. The other possibility is that Rules 11 and 12 hold but only when transparency involves color scission. The above findings that transparency occurs without color scission in simple patterns make it plausible that transparency also occurs without color scission in complex patterns when Metelli's rules are violated. These possibilities involve that in general the concept of color scission is inadequate to explain phenomenal transparency.
FIG. 2. (a)
The disk appears to be transparent when it is shown for a short time (Masin, 1998b) . (b) The rectangle appears to be transparency on the middle disk (Makano & Kozaki, 1998) .   FIG. 3 . Transparency may be perceived in patterns made up of four parts with non x-junction (see test for explanation).
